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For BPR&D Hqrs 
  

Sl 

No. 

Name of the post Pay 

Level 

Vacancy Eligibility Criteria 

01 Principle Scientific Officer 

(Weapons) 

13 01 Deputation (including short term contract):  

Officers under the Central or State Government or Union Territories or 

Universities or Recognized Research Institutions or autonomous organizations 

under Central Government or public sector undertakings:-  

(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or 

Department; or  

(ii) with five years regular service in the pay level 12 (Rs. 78800-209200/-) in the 

parent cadre or Department; or  

(iii) with ten years regular service in the pay level 11 (Rs. 67700-208700/-) or 

equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and  

 

(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:  

Essential:  

Masters degree in Science with Physics or Applied Physics as a subject from a 

recognized University with ten years experience in research development or in 

application or Science Technology to police work in weaponry in Central or State 

Government; or Govt. Research and Development Organisations or autonomous 

bodies; Or  

Bachelors Degree in Science with Physics or Applied Physics as a subject from 

a recognized University with twelve years experience in research development or 

in application or Science Technology to police work in weaponry in Central or 

State Government or Govt. Research and Development Organisations or 

autonomous bodies.  

Desirable:  

Doctoral Degree in Physics or Applied Physics or Engineering or Technology in 

Mechanical Engineering from a recognized University. 

 

For Armed Forces Personnel 



Deputation or Re-employment:  

The Armed Forces Personnel of the rank of Colonel or equivalent who are due to 

retire or to be transferred to reserve within a period of one year and have the 

qualifications and experience prescribed for direct recruits shall also be 

considered. If selected, such offices shall be given deputation terms upto date on 

which they are due for release from Armed Forces: thereafter, they may be 

continued on re-employment terms. In case such eligible offices have been 

retired or have been transferred to reserve before the actual selection to the post 

is made their appointment will be on re-employment basis. (Reemployment upto 

the date of superannuation with reference to civil posts) 

02 Assistant Director 11 03 Officers under the Indian Police Service or State Police Services or Central 

Police Organisations or State Police Organisations holding analogous posts on a 

regular basis in the parent cadre or department and possessing a Bachelor’s 

degree from a recongised university. 

03 Senior Scientific Officer 

Grade I (Weapons Branch) 

11 01 Officers of the Central or State Government or Union Territories or Universities or 
recognized Research Institute or Autonomous Organizations under Central or 
State Government or Public sector Undertakings:- 
 
(a)(i) Holding analogous post in the parent cadre or Department after 
appointment thereto on regular basis; or 
 
(ii)With five years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on 
regular basis in the pay level 10 in the pay matrix or equivalent in parent cadre or 
Department; 
 
(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:- 

 
(i) Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering (Mechanical or Applied Physics) plus four 

years experience in th field of ballistics including tear smoke munitions and 

research and development therein; or 

(ii) Master’s degree in Engineering (Machanical or Applied Physics) plus two 

years experience in the field of ballistics including tear smoke munitions and 



research and development therein; or 

(iii) Master’s degree in science (physics) plus three years experience in the field 

of ballistic including tear smoke munitions and research and development 

therein. 

04 Senior Scientific Assistant 

(Operational Research) 

6 01 

Officers under the Central Government: 

(a)(i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre/department; or  

(ii) with three years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on 
regular basis in the scale of pay of PB-2 Rs.9300-34,800 plus Grade Pay Rs. 
4200/- or equivalent in the parent cadre/department OR  

(iii) with six years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on 
regular basis in the scale of pay of PB-1 Rs.5200-20,200 plus Grade Pay Rs. 
2800/- or equivalent in the parent cadre/department OR  

(iv) with ten years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on 
regular basis in the scale of pay of Rs. 4000- 6000/- (new scale of pay of PB-1 
Rs.5200-20,200 plus Grade Pay Rs. 2400/-) or equivalent in the parent 
cadre/department  

(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:- 

 Essential:  

Master’s degree in operational Research or in Mathematics with specialisation in 
Operational Research of a recognised university or equivalent. 

(ii) Two years’ experience in Operational Research 
 
For Armed Forces Personnel 
Deputation/Reemployment 
The Armed forces personnel of the rank of Junior Commissioned officer or 

equivalent who are due to retire or to be transferred to reserve within a period of 



one year and Possessing the educational qualification and experience 

prescribed for deputationist / direct recruitment shall also be considered. If 

selected such officers will be given deputation terms upto the date on which they 

are due for release from armed forces. Thereafter they may be continued on re-

employment terms. In case such eligible officers have retired or have been 

transferred to reserve before the actual selection to the post is made their 

appointment will be on re- employment basis. ( Re-employment upto the age of 

superannuation with reference to civil posts). 

05 Senior Investigator 6 01 Officers of the Central Government/ State Government: - 

(a)(i) Holding ananlogous post on a regular basis in the parent cadre/ 

department; or 

(ii) with six years’service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a 

regular basis in posts in the level-5  or equivalent in parent cadre or department; 

and 

 

(b)  Possessing the following educational qualification and experience: 

 

Essential: 

(i) Master’s degree in Social Work or Sociology or Criminology of a recognised 

university. 

 

(ii) Two years’ experience of collection, compilation, analysis and interpretation 

of statistical data.  

 

Desirable: 

‘A’ level diploma under Department of Electronics Approved Computer Course 

(DOEACC) programme. 

06 Research Assistant 6 02 Officials of the Central Government holding analogous posts on regular basis 

and possessing the following qualifications and experience prescribed: 

Essential: 

(i) Master’s degree in Criminology or Sociology or Social Work or 
Psychology from a recognised university. 



 
(ii) Two years’ experience in research work.\ 

07 Stenographer Grade-I/PA 6 07 Officers under the Central Government: - 
 
(a)(i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis; or 
 
(ii) with five years’regular service in posts in the scale of Rs. 1400-2300/2600 
(level-5) or equivalent; 
 
(iii) with ten years’regular service in posts in the scale of Rs. 1200-2040 (level-4) 
or equivalent; and 
 
(b) Possissing a speed of 100 words per minute in shorthand (English/Hindi). 
 

08 Junior Investigator 5 01 Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Universities or 

Recognised Research Institutes or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi-

Government Statutory or Autonomous organizations: 

 

(i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; 

or 

 

(ii) with five years’ regular service in the post rendered after appointment thereto 

on a regular basis in level 4 (Rs. 25,500-81,100/-) in the pay matrix or equivalent 

in parent cadre or department; and 

 

(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications: 

 

Bachelor’s degree in Criminology or Sociology from a recognized university 

09 Staff Car Driver 2 02 By deputation or transfer of persons holding similar or analogous posts under the 
Central or State Government. 
Essential: 

(i) Should have a valid driving license for heavy duty vehicles or light duty 
vehicles, with 5 years experience; 



(ii) Should possess knowledge of motor mechanics. 
Desirable: 

At least middle class standard. 

Total 19  

 

  



For CAPT, Bhopal 

S/No. Name of the post Pay 
Level 

Vacancy Eligibility Criteria 

01 Instructor/Faculty (Training) 10 03 Deputation:  
Officers of the Central Government or State Government or Union territory 
police organizations:  
 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on a regular basis in the parent cadre or 
department; or  
 
(ii) with two years’ regular service in the grade rendered after appointment 
thereto on regular basis in the post in level-9 (Rs. 53100-167800/-) or level-8 
in the pay matrix (Rs. 47600-151100/-); and  
 
(b) possessing the following qualification and experience;  
Essential:  
(i) Bachelors Degree from a recognised university;  
 
(ii) three years experience in the Central Government or State Government 
or Union territory police training institute.  
 
Desirable:  
(iii) experience in  
planning, coordinating and organising indoor and outdoor training of police 
personnel. 

02 Drill Instructor 08 05 Deputation:  
Officers of the Central Armed Police Forces or Central Police organisations ,-  
 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or 
department; or  
 
(ii) with five years’ regular service in level-6 (Rs. 35400-112400/-) in the pay 
matrix in the parent cadre or department; and  
 
(b) possessing the following qualification and experience: -  



 
Essential:  
(i) Bachelors Degree from a recognised university or institute.  
 
(ii) have done one of the training courses, namely Weapons and tactics; or 
Un-Armed Combat; or Map reading; or Field craft and tactics; or Physical 
Training/ drill;  
 
(iii) two years’ experience of working as Drill Instructor in a police training 
institute.  
 
Desirable:  
One year Physical Training course from a Police Training Institute or 

National Institute of Sports. 

03 Inspector (Demo) 07 01 Deputation:  
Officers of the Central Armed Police Forces:  
 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or 
department; or  
 
(ii) with five years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on 
a regular basis in level-6 (Rs. 35400-112400/-) of the pay matrix or 
equivalent in the parent cadre or Department; and  
 
(b) possessing the following educational qualification and experience: -  
 
Essential:  
(i) Bachelor’s Degree from a recognized University;  
 
Desirable:  
(i) one year’s experience as In-charge/2IC or equivalent in Demo Platoon.  
 
(ii) basic level certificate or Diploma course in computers. 

04 Sub-Inspector 06 01 Officers of the Central Government or State Government or Union Territory 

Administration,- 



(a)(i) holding analogous post on regular basis in parent cadre or department; 

or 

(ii) with six years’ regular service in level-5 (Rs. 29200-92300) in the pay 

matrix in the parent cadre or department; and 

 

(b) Possessing following qualification and experience,- 

(i) bachelors degree from a recognised university or institute; 

(ii) one year experience of handling matters related to training of police 

personnel or running of stores or mess or handling of arms and ammunition.  

05 Computer Operator 06 01 Deputation : 
Officers under the Central or State Government or Union territories. 
 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on a regular basis in the parent cadre or 
department; or 
 
(ii) with 6 years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a 
regular basis in the pay level-5 (Rs. 29200-92300/-) or equivalent in parent 
cadre or department; and 
 
(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience. 
(i) Bachelors degree in Computer Application or Information Technology or 
Computer Science from recognized university; 
 
(ii) Two years’ experience in EDP or Networking. 

06 Training Attendants 03 05 Deputation :  
Officers of the Central or State Government or Central Police Organisation or 
the State Police organisations:  
 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in parent cadre,  
 
(ii) with three years’ regular service in level 2 in the pay matrix; and  
 
(b) Possessing the following qualifications:  
 
Essential:  



(i) Class 10th pass from recognised Board; and  
(ii) Possessing working knowledge of computer.  
 
Desirable:  
One year experience in any Central or State Police Training Institute. 

07 Data Entry Operator 03 02 Deputation:  
Officers of Central or State Government: -  
 
(a) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre; and  
 
(b) possessing the following educational qualification and experience, 
namely:-  
 
Essential:  
(i) class 12th pass from recognised board or equivalent; and  
(ii) two years’ experience of data entry operator.  
 
Desirable:  
Diploma in computer application from recognised university or institute. 

08 Stenographer Grade-III 05 04 Deputation:  
Officers of Central or State government: - 
 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or 
department; or 
 
(ii) with five years’ service in level-4 (Rs. 25500-81100/-) in the pay matrix in 
the parent cadre or department; and 
 
(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and experience 
namely:-  
 
Essential: 

(i) 12th Class or equivalent pass from a recognized Board. 
(ii) possessing speed of 80 words per minute in shorthand (English or 

hindi). 
(iii) working knowledge of computer. 



 

09 Syce 03 06 Deputation.  
Officers under the Central or State Government.  
 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre; or  
 
(ii) three years’ of regular service in the grade rendered after appointment 
thereto on regular basis in the level 2 (Rs.19900-63200/-) in the pay matrix in 
the parent cadre or department; or  
 
(iii) five years’ of regular service in the grade rendered after appointment 
thereto on regular basis in the level 1 (Rs. 18000-56900/-) in the pay matrix 
in the parent cadre or department; and  
 
(b) possessing following educational qualifications and experience, namely: -  
 
(i) Essential:  
Class 10th pass certificate or equivalent.  
 
(ii) Desirable:  
(A) two years’ experience in handling horse in government stable or 
recognised Race club or registered stud farm; or  
 
(B) certificate from commandant that individual having two years’ experience 

in handling of horse or duties of Syce in the organisation. 

10 Constable (Sweeper) 03 08 Deputation 
Officers under the Central or State government. 
 
(a)(i) holding analogous post on a regular basis in the parent cadre; or 
 
(ii) with three years’ service in level-2 (Rs. 19900-63200/-) of the Pay Matrix 
after appointment thereto on regular basis; and 
 
(b) possession the following educational qualifications and experience: - 
 
Essential:  



(i) 10th class pass from recognized board. 
 
Desirable:  
(i) one year experience of working in police training institute; 
(ii) Sanitary inspector course from recognized institute. 

11 Bhisti/ Outdoor Training 

activate 

03 01 Deputation: 

Officer of the Central or State Government: - 

 

(i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or 

Department; or 

 

(ii) with three years’ regular service in the level 2 (Rs. 19900-63200/- in the 

Pay Matrix in the parent cadre or department; or  

 

(iii) with five years’ regular service in the level 1 in the Pay Matrix in the 

parent cadre or department; and 

 

(iv) Matriculation or equivalent pass from a recognised Board. 

12 Constable (Demo Platoon) 03 04 Deputation: 
Officer of the Central Police Organisations or Central Armed Police Forces or 
State Police Organisations: - 
 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or 
department; or 
 
(ii) with three years’ regular service in level 2 (Rs. 19900-63200/-) in the pay 
matrix; and 
 
Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience: 
 
Essential: 
(i) Matriculation or equivalent pass from a recognised Board. 
(ii) Attended a course in weapons and tactics or field craft. 
(iii) two years’ experience in operational or field duties. 



 
Desirable: 
(i) Attended training course in Drill or Un-Armed Combat. 
(ii) two years’ experience of working in Demo Platoon in a Police Training 
Institute. 
(iii) Excelled in any games or sports. 
(iv) Medical category Shape-1. 
(v) Age preferably not more than forty-five years (as younger personnel are 

required for field exercises.) 

13 Drivers 03 

10 

Deputation: 
Officers of the Central Police Organisations, Central Armed Police Forces or 
State Police Organisations: - 
 
(a)holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or 
department; and 
 
(b) possessing the following educational and experience. 
 
Essential:  
(i) Matriculation or equivalent pass from a recognized board. 
(ii) having a commercial driving license for heavy and light motor-vehicle and 
motor cycle with gears. 
(iii) clean driving records (no accidents). 
(iv) Medical category Shape-1 
(v)Minimum three years’ driving experience. 
 
Desirable:  
(vi) Experience in Motor vehicle maintenance including knowledge of new engine 

technology (Petrol or Diesel). 

Total 51  
 

  



For CDTI, Kolkata 

S/No. Name of the post Pay 
Level 

Vacancy Eligibility Criteria 

01 Deputy Superintendent of 
Police 

07 01 

Composite Method (Deputation plus promotion): 

1. Officers of the Central Police Organisations or State Police Organisations: 

 

(a)(i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in parent cadre or department; or 

 

(ii) with three years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular 

basis in posts in the scale of Rs. 5500-9000 or equivalent in the parent cadre or 

department; and 

 

(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience: 

 

(i) Bachelor’s degree from a recognized university or equivalent; 

 

(ii) Five years’ experience in the field of recruitment and training, law and order 

management, modernization of police, community policing, personnel management, 

maintenance and analysis of crime records, use of technology in policing and welfare 

of police personnel. 

02 Hindi Translator Grade-II 06 01 Transfer on deputation/transfer failing which by direct recruitment through SSC.  

 

From amongst Central Govt. Officers (Including those working in the BPR&D) holding: 

- 

 

(a)(i) Analogous posts, or 

 

(ii) Posts in the pay scale of Rs. 330-560 or equivalent with three years’ regular 

service in the grade; or 



 

(iii) Posts in the pay scale of Rs. 260-400 or equivalent with five years’ regular service 

in the grade; and  

 

(b) Possessing following educational and other qualifications: 

 

Masters’degree in Hindi and English as a subject at degree level or master’s degree in 

English and Hindi as a subject at degree level from a recognized university;  

OR 

 

Master’s degree in any subject or any equivalent examination with Hindi and English 

as a subject at degree level from a recognised university; 

OR 

 

Master’s degree or its equivalent examination with Hindi medium and English as a 

subject at degree level; 

OR 

Bachelor’s degree of a recognised University, with Hindi and English as compulsory/ 
elective subjects or either the two as medium of examination and the other as a 
compulsory / elective subject, plus a recognised diploma/ certificate course in 
translation from Hindi to English and vice-versa or two years’ experience of translation 
work from Hindi to English and vice-versa. If Central / State Government Officers, 
including Government of Indian undertakings. 

03 Staff Car Driver 02 01 By deputation or transfer of persons holding similar or analogous posts under the 
Central or State Government. 
Essential: 

(i) Should have a valid driving license for heavy duty vehicles or light duty 
vehicles, with 5 years experience; 

(ii) Should possess knowledge of motor mechanics. 
Desirable: 

At least middle class standard. 

Total 03  
 



For CDTI, Jaipur 

S/No. Name of the 
post 

Pay Level Vacancy Eligibility Criteria 

01 Despatch Rider 02 01 By deputation/ absorption 
 
From amonst regular Group ‘D’ employees in the BRP&D cadre possessing the 
following qualification and experience, which from Despatch Rider/ Gropu D 
Government servants who possess the following qualification and experience.  
 
Essential: 

(i) Possession of a valid driving licence from Motor-Cycle/ Autorickshaw. 
(ii) Two years’ experience in driving motor-autorikshaw 
(iii) Knowledge of Motorcycle/ Autorickshaw mechanism, (The incumbent 

should be able to remove minor defects in the vehicle). 
(iv) Ability to read English and Hindi / regional languages of the area in which 

the concerned organisation is situated.  
Desirable: 

(i) A pass in the 8th standard. 
(ii) Experience as Home guards/ Civil Defence Volunteers. 

 
For Ex-Servicemen: Deputation/ re-employment 
The Armed Forces Personnel due to retire or who are to be transferred to reserve 
within a period of one year and having the requisite experience and educational 
qualification prescribed for direct recruits shall also be considered. Such persons who 
be given deputation terms upto the date on which they are due for release from the 
Armed Forces; thereafter they may be continued on re-employed.  

Total 01  

  
  



For CDTI, Ghaziabad 

S/No. Name of the post Pay 
Level 

Vacancy Eligibility Criteria 

01 Dy. SP (Trg.)/ Instructor 09 01 Officers under the Central or State Government or Union Territories: 
(i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre; or 
(ii) with two years regular service in the posts in pay level-8 (Rs. 47600-151100) of 
the Pay matrix; and 
 
(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience: 
(i) Bachelors degree from a recognised university/ institute, and 
(ii) having three years experience in the field of training in investigation/ law/ 
forensic examination/ prosecution/ information technology.  

02 Section Officer (Trg.) 08 01 Officers under the Central Government holding analogous posts or with 8 years’ 
regular service in posts in the scale of Rs. 425-800 or equivalent and having 
experience of establishment work.  

03 Staff Car Driver 02 03 By deputation or transfer of persons holding similar or analogous posts under the 
Central or State Government. 
Essential: 

(i) Should have a valid driving license for heavy duty vehicles or light duty 
vehicles, with 5 years experience; 

(ii) Should possess knowledge of motor mechanics. 
Desirable: 

At least middle class standard. 

Total 05  

  
 


